Based on the Antibody Clonal Selection Theory of immunology, we put forward a novel clonal selection algorithm for multiuser detection in Code-division Multiple-access Systems. By using the clonal selection operator, the new algorithm can carry out the global search and the local search in many directions rather than one direction around the same individual simultaneously. After discussing the main characters of the new algorithm, especially the convergence and complexity, the performance of the proposed receiver, named by CAMUD, is evaluated via computer simulations and compared to that of other suboptimal schemes as well as to that of Optimal Multiuser detector (OMD) and conventional detector in CDMA systems over Multi-Path Channels. When compared with the OMD scheme, the CAMUD is capable of reducing the computational complexity significantly. On the other hand, when compared with standard genetic algorithm and improved genetic algorithm, theoretical analysis and Monte Carlo simulations show that the CAMUD with same complexity has optimal performance in eliminating MAI and "near-far" resistance. The simulations also show that the CAMUD performs quite well even when the number of active users and the length of the transmitted packet are considerably large.
INTRODUCTION
An organism is a complicated nonlinear system. The information processing function of the organism is fulfilled by three subsystems, neural system, immune system and excretory system in different time and space. Just like evolutionary algorithms, artificial immune systems make use of the mechanism of vertebrate immune system in terms of the model of information processing, and construct new intelligent algorithms for providing some novel methods to solve problems. These methods have stable foundation of biology, provide new ideas of intelligent information processing by simulating the biological intelligence, and have high applicability as feeble methods, for example, it's available for any function, especially the functions that have no expressions, or have expressions but can't be computed accurately. Artificial immune system provides the evolutionary learning mechanism like noise enduring, non-teacher learning, self-organization, and memory, and combine with some advantages of other systems like classifier, neural network and machine reasoning, so its research production refers to many fields like control, data processing, optimization learning and fault detection, and it has been a research hotspot after the neural network, fuzzy logic and evolutionary computation [3] .
In recent years, Direct-Sequence Code-division Multiple-access (DS-CDMA) systems have emerged as one of prime multiple-access solutions for 3G and future wide-band wireless systems [8] . In the DS-CDMA framework, multiple-access interference (MAI) existing at the received signal creates "near-far" effects and constitutes the main limitation of DS-CDMA systems. Multiuser detection (MUD) techniques can efficiently suppress MAI and substantially increase the capacity of CDMA systems, so it has gained significant research interest since the Optimal MUD (OMD) was proposed by Verdu [13] . But the computational complexity of OMD increases exponentially with the growth of user number. Aazhang, Paris, and Orshak [1] described a neural network for multi-used detection. Other approaches have included probabilistic neural networks [6] , Hopfield networks [9] , and genetic algorithms [12] . All of them are capable of reducing the computational complexity significantly and getting good performances. Antibody Clonal Selection Theory is very important Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. A novel clonal selection algorithm for Multiuser Detection (CAMUD) based on Antibody Clonal Selection Theory is presented in this paper, and the main characters of the new algorithm, such as convergence and complexity, are discussed. Based on the antibodyantibody affinity, antibody-antigen affinity and their dynamic allotting memory units along with the scale of antibody populations, CAMUD can combine the stochastic searching methods with evolutionary searching based on the probability. Furthermore, by using clonal selection operator, the algorithm can integrate the global searching and local searching. In order to show the new algorithm's advantages, the performances of the CAMUD is evaluated via computer simulations and compared with that of SGA and improved GA [7] as well as with that of the OMD and conventional detector in DS-CDMA Systems over Multi-Path Rayleigh Fading Channels. Theoretic analysis and Monte Carlo simulations show that the CAMUD is capable of reducing the computational complexity significantly and taking on optimal performance in eliminating MAI and "near-far" resistance and greatly improving the system capacity, i.e. when the number of active users and the length of the transmitted packet are relatively large, the proposed CAMUD detector performs quite well too. It also shows that the new algorithm is intended to integrate the local searching with the global and the probability evolution searching with the stochastic searching and has a faster global convergence speed.
PROBLEM STATEMENTS
Consider a base-band digital DS-CDMA network with K active users operating with a coherent BPSK modulation format. The CDMA signal received at the output of the sensor can be expressed as: The matched filter output corresponding to the m th bit of the k th user is given by:
If set
The Optimal MUD produces an estimate for the information vector transmitted at the discrete-time instant m, based on the maximization of the logarithm of the likelihood function. In the asynchronous multi-path case it holds that
Note that, for the above problem to be solved by the Viterbi algorithm [15] , its computational complexity will increase exponentially with the growth of the number of users and the packet length. If the number of users and the packet length is relatively large, the computational effort required for the solution of (4) becomes prohibitively large for real-time implementations due to the NP-complete nature of the optimization problem.
In order to reduce the complexity, we proposed a novel detector based on a clonal selection algorithm in the following section.
PRESENTATION OF THE ALGORITHM
The Antibody Clonal Selection Theory was proposed as the basic features of an immune response to an antigen stimulus [2] . It establishes the idea that cells are selected when they recognize the antigens and proliferate. The antigen can selectively react to the antibody, which is a native production and spreads on the cell surface in the form of peptides. The reaction leads to cell proliferating clonally and the colony has the same antibody. The clonal selection is a dynamic process of the immune system stimulated by the self-adapting antigen.
It is impossible and unnecessary for us to apply the biology definitions and the biology process mechanically. For problem (4), assume that K active users share the same channels and the packet length is M, in order to describe the algorithm well, we just define the glossary as follows.
Definition 1. Antigen
In AIS, antigen usually means the problem and its constraints. Especially, for the multiuser detection problem, the antigen is defined as follows:
where
is the variants to be optimized.
Definition 2. Antibody
Antibodies represent candidates of the problem, defining the limited-length character string If the antibody population at time k is represented by the timedependent variable
operations are defined as follows.
Definition 4. Clone Operation
In the immunology, clone is the process of antibody proliferation. In AIS, the clonal operation to the antibody population is defined as: 
Definition 5. Clonal Mutation Operation
According to the mutation probability m p , the antibody populations are mutated as follows: 
Definition 6. Clonal Selection Operation
, the probability of (
Definition 7. Clonal Death Operation
After the Clonal Selection Operation, the new population is:
) is one of the best antibodies in
should be canceled or not depends on the clonal death proportion T%.
Then the novel clonal selection algorithm can be implemented as Figure 1 . 
while not satisfy the halt conditions, do
) 
Theorem 1.
The algorithm of CAMUD is convergent with probability of 1. 
From the property of the clonal operations, the following equation holds:
So
From equation (13) we find that
, now we can draw the conclusion that
Thus, the algorithm of CAMUD is convergent with probability of 1. We succeed in proving theorem 1.
Although it is believed that the algorithm could converge to the global optimal with probability 1 in theory, in practice, just like other EAs, it is difficult to calculate its convergent speed accurately. As a result, assuring convergence with probability 1 in definite generations is very difficult.
The Complexity of the New Algorithm
The problem of Optimal Multi-user Detection is a NP-complete optimization problem. The dimension of the search space is K M × .
When solved with Viterbi algorithm, its computational complexity will be (2 )
. If the number of users and the packet length are relatively large, the computational effort becomes prohibitively large for real-time implementations.
In our algorithm, the computation complexity is decided by two elements: one is the terminated generation of evolution ga and the other is the computational complexity per generation N. Therefore, the complexity will be (
where a is a constant. We also find that if the algorithm parameters, such as population size, clone scale, mutation probability and clonal death proportion are fixed then the computational complexity per generation is ( ) O KM , so the complexity of the new algorithm 
Analysis of the Algorithm Parameters
There are four parameters to be settled at initialization: the size of the antibody population n, the clone scale n c , the mutation probability m p and the clonal death proportion T%. n and n c directly affect the computational complexity of the algorithm. Given n and n c large enough, the diversity of the population can be enhanced and the prematurity can be avoided to some extent with a high convergence speed. But the computational complexity will also be very large. Case 1: It is assumed that the number of synchronous users is 10 over Gaussian channels, and the Gold sequences of length 31 were used as code sequences. Signal-to-Noise (SNR) is 10 dB. All users have the same power. We will terminate the search at the 15th generation and the individual associated with the highest fitness value at this point will be result. The impact of m p in Case 1 is shown in Figure 2 (a). Our performance metric is the average Bit Error Ratio (BER).
Case 2:
It is assumed that the number of asynchronous users is 4 over Gaussian channels, the packet length is 5, and the Gold sequences of length 31 were used as code sequences. SNR=4 dB. All users have the same power. We will terminate the search at the 30th generation and the individual associated with the highest fitness value at this point will be the detected results. The impact of m p in case 2 is shown in Figure 2 (b).
Case 3:
It is assumed that the number of asynchronous users is 10 over Gaussian channels, the packet length is 10, and the Gold sequences of length 31 were used as code sequences. SNR=10 dB. All users have the same power. We will terminate the search at the 150th generation and the individual associated with the highest fitness value at this point will be the detected results. The impact of m p in case 3 is shown in Figure 2 (c).
More similar experiments showed that the best results were obtained
II. Influence of T%
The clonal death proportion % [0,1] T ∈
. In order to evaluate the impact of T%, we assumed that the number of asynchronous users is 10 over a Gaussian channel, the packet length is 10, and Gold sequences of length 31 were used as code sequences. SNR=10 dB. All users have the same power. Terminate the search at the 150th generation. The impact of T% is shown in Figure 2 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present some simulation results and comparison that demonstrate the potential of our algorithm. The performance of the CAMUD is evaluated via computer simulations and compared with that of standard genetic algorithm (GAMUD) and improved genetic algorithm [7] (IAMUD) as well as with that of the optimal Multi-user Detector (OMD) and conventional matched filters detector (MFD) in DS-CDMA systems over Multi-Path Rayleigh Fading Channels. It is assumed that the number of users is K and the packet length is M, Gold sequences of length 31 are used as code sequences. The signal to noise ratio of the kth user is defined as . In that case, the computational complexities of CAMUD, IAMUD and GAMUD are pretty much the same ting. We have taken each experiment based on 10000 bits signals and our performance metric is the average Bit Error Ratio (BER). We consider a DS-CDMA system with a uniform linear phased antenna array over Rayleigh fading Channels. The number of multipath channels is 3 and the number of receive antennas is 4. 
IV. The performance in accommodating users
It is assumed that SNR=10 dB, M=10, the number of users K is changed from 5 to 30, all users have the same power. We have taken the experiments based on 10000 bits signals. The BER versus K obtained by CAMUD, IAMUD, GAMUD and MFD are shown in Figure 4 (c).
V. The performance in accommodating packet length
It is assumed that SNR=10 dB, K=10, the packet length M is changed from 5 to 30, all users have the same power. We have taken the experiments based on 10000 bits signals. The BER versus M obtained by CAMUD, IAMUD, GAMUD and MFD are shown in Figure 4 (d). Figure 3 shows that the performance of CAMUD is almost the same good as the Optimal Multiuser Detector. As can be seen from Figure  4 (a), The MFD, GAMUD and IAMUD exhibited severe performance degradation when powers of the transmitting users are dissimilar. As we expect, the novel detector based on the clonal selection algorithm exhibits the best performance and seldom fails to produce the correct estimate for the transmitted symbols. When the cumulative BER achieved by MFD, GAMUD, IAMUD and CAMUD are evaluated versus the value of the SNR of all the users, Figure 4 (b) shows that the CAMUD receiver achieves acceptable performance, whereas the performances of MFD, GAMUD and IAMUD are very poor. When the number of active users is large and the length of the transmitted packet is relatively large, the advantage of CAMUD can be seen in Figure 4 (c) and Figure 4 (d).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, a novel MUD receiver based on a clonal Selection Algorithm was proposed. Theoretical analysis and Monte Carlo simulations show that the new algorithm could significantly reduce the computational complexity and achieve better performance in MAI suppression and "near-far" resistance over other algorithms such as the conventional detection, SGA and the improved GA. It greatly improves the system capacity in acceptable computational cost for practical implementation in CDMA systems. It also shows that the new algorithm is intended to integrate the local searching with the global and the probability evolution searching with the stochastic searching and has a faster global convergence speed.
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